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ObjectiveObjective
Preparation of the aerosol satellite data to Preparation of the aerosol satellite data to 
be assimilated in the ECMWF modelbe assimilated in the ECMWF model

Harmonization of the datasetHarmonization of the dataset
•• IntercomparisonIntercomparison/ validation / validation 

Evaluation of the error associated with the Evaluation of the error associated with the 
satellite products for a given pixelsatellite products for a given pixel
•• Quantification of the main sources of uncertaintyQuantification of the main sources of uncertainty
•• Evaluation of the sensitivity of retrieved productsEvaluation of the sensitivity of retrieved products



Error estimationError estimation
Basic quantity is the radiance measured at the Basic quantity is the radiance measured at the 
satellite levelsatellite level

Radiometric performance of the sensorRadiometric performance of the sensor
The product is derived according to a scientific The product is derived according to a scientific 
algorithm (e.g ATBD04 for MODIS)algorithm (e.g ATBD04 for MODIS)

Cloud screening algorithmCloud screening algorithm
Many hypothesis in the retrieval algorithm (retrieval Many hypothesis in the retrieval algorithm (retrieval 
scheme, aerosol models, radiative transfer model, scheme, aerosol models, radiative transfer model, 
surface contributionsurface contribution,,……))
No straightforward bottomNo straightforward bottom--up estimate of the up estimate of the 
observational errorobservational error



Satellite datasetSatellite dataset
Focus on MODIS Focus on MODIS 
sensors aboard AQUA sensors aboard AQUA 
and TERRAand TERRA

One of the more One of the more 
accurate aerosol product accurate aerosol product 
(AOT and size (AOT and size 
parameters)parameters)
Global daily coverageGlobal daily coverage
LongLong--term dataset (since term dataset (since 
2000)2000)
Absolute availability of Absolute availability of 
data (Levels 1 & 2)data (Levels 1 & 2)
Scientific support from Scientific support from 
NASA PINASA PI’’ss



Statistical approach: Statistical approach: 
validation vs. AERONETvalidation vs. AERONET

bin average (from Remer et al., 2005)bin average (from Remer et al., 2005)
∆τ∆τ = = ±± 0.05 0.05 ±± 0.150.15ττ over land over land 
∆τ∆τ = = ±± 0.03 0.03 ±± 0.050.05ττ over oceanover ocean



Observational errorsObservational errors

Validation vs. AERONET data gives a Validation vs. AERONET data gives a 
good estimate of the overall accuracy of good estimate of the overall accuracy of 
the product but not for a single observationthe product but not for a single observation

Error analysis for a given inversion : use of Error analysis for a given inversion : use of 
the Quality assurance flagsthe Quality assurance flags
Assessment of the impact on the product : Assessment of the impact on the product : 
sensitivity studiessensitivity studies



Quality of the inversion :Quality of the inversion :
use of the quality flagsuse of the quality flags
from MODIS atmosphere QA planfrom MODIS atmosphere QA plan

Over oceansOver oceans



Quality of the inversion :Quality of the inversion :
use of the quality flagsuse of the quality flags
from MODIS atmosphere QA planfrom MODIS atmosphere QA plan

Over the land, use of the 2.1 Over the land, use of the 2.1 µµm channel m channel 
to give the surface reflectance according to give the surface reflectance according 
to to 



AOT sensitivity studyAOT sensitivity study
example from Kaufman and example from Kaufman and TanrTanréé, 1998, 1998

Error due random  calibration error,  glint contamination, random 
error on the surface contribution, error on the spectral behavior of 
the surface

AOT and aerosol 
model is retrieved to 
minimize



Sensitivity of the retrieval of size Sensitivity of the retrieval of size 
parameters (ocean) to the scattering parameters (ocean) to the scattering 

geometrygeometry
from from TanrTanréé et al., 1996et al., 1996
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Forward scattering favorable for small particle Forward scattering favorable for small particle 
while backward scattering for large particles while backward scattering for large particles 
(Polder(Polder--like instrument needed)like instrument needed)



ConclusionsConclusions

Methodology to derive error at the pixel Methodology to derive error at the pixel 
resolution to be finalized and implementedresolution to be finalized and implemented

Recruitment of Bertrand Recruitment of Bertrand CrouzilleCrouzille in Jan. 06 in Jan. 06 
will boost upwill boost up

Apply the same kind of approach to the Apply the same kind of approach to the 
overall set of satellite data (overall set of satellite data (GlobaerGlobaer data data 
??)??)
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